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PARENTING
Phone service offers health hints for parents
By Lee Strong
Associate editor
You've just learned that one of your
child's friends has chicken pox, and you
don't know what to do if your child develops it.
It's 10 p.m. and you've just had another
argument with your teenager about household chores.
You're not sure whedier it's a good time
to begin toilet training your toddler.
Parents face these and many other minor and not-so-minor dilemmas each day.
Thanks to ViaHealth, they now have a
new free local resource to help provide
some basic information.
ViaHealth — a system of health-care
providers in greater Rochester — now operates "The Parent Information Line," a
phone-in system through which individuals
can access information on hundreds of parenting topics from asthma to leg cramps to
whining by phoning 716/92?-LINK (5465)
or, outside Rochester, 1-877-922-LTNK.
The telephone system is offered through
ViaHealuYs call center. Callers are plugged
into an audio health library to receive basic
information in either English or Spanish.
The callers simply enter a four-digit number for the information they want to receive. The numbers are listed on literature
the service sends out. Callers can also hear

r~

topics listed over the phone.
The recorded messages include information about the topics ranging from possible causes to methods of home treatment.
The recorded message for nose bleeds,
for example, mentions that they are common throughout childhood, and are generally caused by dryness of the nasal lining.
The message notes that normal rubbing or
picking, or blowing of the nose can lead to
bleeding. To stop die bleeding, it advises,
squeeze die soft part of the nose against die
center wall for 10 minutes. If that does not
work, try a different spot to make sure mat
pressure is being applied to the right spot.
It also suggests inserting some gauze with
petroleum jelly on it to help increase pressure when squeezing.
The message mentions mat such traditional remedies as applying a cold washcloth to the forehead or the back of the
neck do not work.lt also suggests as means
to prevent recurring nosebleeds to avoid
giving children aspirin, as this can make
them susceptible to nose bleeds, and placing some petroleum jelly on die center wall
of die nose daily for a week to help fight
die dryness, and using a humidifier.
Once individuals hear their message,
they can then direct their calls to available
staff members at the center during regular
business hours (8 a.m. to 8 p.m.) for more
information, or leave a message for staff to

call them back. Parents can also request
free printed copies of the audio information they heard.
According to Kathy MacMaster, RN, the
call center's manager, the audio system is
now receiving 300400 calls a week. The system has been available since last October,
but was not publicly promoted until April.
The response was so heavy — 2,000 calls in
April — that people were sometimes unable
to get through. The center has now added
extra phone lines for die audio system so
that it can handle 16 calls at any one time.
The beauty of die audio system istiiatit
allows people to get information during
off-hours or when they want some basic
knowledge before talking with a health care
professional, MacMaster noted. For some
people, the privacy of audio system is often more comfortable than face-to-face
conversation.
"\bu might not feel comfortable talking
to a person about your child's bed wetting,"
she explained. -

Indeed, bed wetting is one of the most
frequent topics about which people seek information, MacMaster noted. Others concern behavior and discipline. And immediately following the April 20 shootings at
Columbine High School that left 15 people
dead, she reported, there was a flurry of
requests for information in such teen-related categories as "House Rules," "What's
Abnormal" and "Teaching Responsibility."
"A lot of time, people don't want to make
it obvious they have these concerns about
these issue," MacMaster said.
The system is not intended to provide diagnoses or medicahadvice, however, or to
replace visits to health-care professionals,
she cautioned.
"It's really information that you can take
and evaluate in your own way," MacMaster
said.
• ••
To receive afreebrochure listing topics avail
afilf through tlw Parent Information Line, call
weekdays between 8 a. m. and 8 p. m.
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Clap for reading!
Khari Johnson, 5, right, with father Jemeul, sing and clap to the songs of
entertainer Jim McCarthy May 10 at St. Monica School, Rochester. The
entertainment was part of a Family Reading Night during which students
chose books, then read with parents and took a test on what they had read.
About 150 students and parents attended. Kharl Is In St Monica's preklndergarten class.
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Somnoplastr
A simple, effective, pain-free office treatment.
Resume normal activities immediately after this procedure,
Call today for a consultation .and discover new relief.

Jules Musinger, M.D., F.A.C.S.
Suite 115 • 1561 Long Pond Rd.
Roche8ter>NY 14628 .„
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Suite 508 • 220 Alexander St
Rochester. NY 14607

442-4220

